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Atelier Roberto D'Antonio 

"Trendsetting Hair Salon"

Roberto is famous in Italy for his keen sense of style which makes him a

favorite amongst celebrities and fashionistas. Its his ability to accentuate

the haircuts according to a clients features, skin tone, eye color and

personality that sets Atelier Roberto D'Antonio apart from all its

contemporaries.

 +39 06 679 3197  www.robertodantonio.co

m/

 info@robertodantonio.com  Via di Pietra 90/91, Rome
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Aveda 

"Beauty Enriched"

A modern-day spa, Aveda, located in the core of Rome, offers a wide

range of facials and massages inspired from natural oils and plant

essence. A diligent staff of efficient hairstylists and beauticians employ

these beauty recipes to give you the look you've been waiting to try for

ages. Situated in a Roman Villa, this salon has managed to gain popularity

among patrons.

 +39 06 9604 5205  valenti-co.it/  Via Metastasio, Rome
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Massimo Serini 

"Great Style"

A hairstyle speaks volumes and a good one gives a boost to your

confidence and looks. Massimo Serini celebrates the pride of women -

their hair, by giving a new lease of life to them through a cut, style or

color. At Massimo, your hair will do the talking, come and see the magic

unfold.

 +39 06 6992 4666  www.massimoserini.com/

en/home-2/

 info@massimoserini.it  Via Borgognona 2, Rome
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Metodo Rossano Ferretti 

"Customized Hairstyles"

Metodo Rossano Ferretti in Rome is one of the many chains of this

luxurious brand focusing on cutting edge hairstyles. They treat each hair

strand differently as they believe that gives a more inborn look and effect.

Each hairstyle is a piece of art. Situated on the first floor of the Hotel

Hassler Roma, the salon has a beautiful view of square of Trinita dei

Monti. Before a cut, the stylist has a consultation with the client to

understand her better and to conceive a wonderful hairstyle for her. Truly

a great method to get a haircut that enhances the beauty of a woman and

no wonder their salons are famous worldwide.

 +39 06 6992 2592  www.metodorossanoferre

tti.com/

 roma@metodorossanoferre

tti.com

 Piazza Trinità dei Monti 6,

Hotel Hassler Roma, Rome
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Sergio Valente Beauty Atelier 

"Chic Salon"

This chic salon is one of Italy's brightest shining stars of hairdressing,

Sergio Valente, who has been around 50 years in this industry. With his

expertise and personalized touch, this salon is one of the most sought

after in Rome. The ambiance is welcoming and you will feel comfortable

with all the books, arts and pictures around in the lounge. Apart from

beautiful haircuts, the salon offers facials, body treatments, massages,

manicure, pedicure and more for their clients. There is also a daily

consultation from renowned make up artist Franseco Pinna if you want to

know the nuances and importance of every day make up and for special

occasions. Celebrate your essence of being a woman in Sergio Valente

Beauty Atelier.

 +39 06 679 4515  www.sergiovalente.it/  info@sergiovalente.it  Via del Babuino 107, Rome
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Nailbar Gamax 

"Nail Bar!"

The nail bar has been revolutionizing the beauty center since the retro

age, starting from America and then spreading over all the world. Nailbar

Gamax is just a few steps away from the famous Palazzo Farnese and

Sant'Eligio. Combining the beautiful heritage and glamor of fashion,

Nailbar offers its clients a time of great fun and beauty. Pamper your

hands and feet and make a splash with your nails!

 +39 06 683 8911  www.nailbargamax.it/  alessandra@gamax.it  Via Giulia 72, Rome
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Noi 

"Only For You!"

They say a haircut can either make or break you and it is true. A good

hairstyle will do wonders to your confidence, beauty and stride. That's

why you have to try Noi when you are in Rome to give you that extra zing.

This hair salon has only become famous through word of mouth, so you

can imagine the numerous happy customers they have who are just

spreading this goodness. Noi is nestled in the heart of the city center, in

the courtyard at Piazza del Popolo. You will just feel welcomed when you

enter the cozy boutique salon and pampered by the expert hands who will

just work wonders on your hair.

 +39 06 3600 6284  www.noisalon.com/  noisalon@alice.it  Piazza del Popolo 3, Rome
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Ruya 

"Unique Salon"

Ruya is a unique hair salon that enhances your looks while also treating

skin and hair problems. It is within reach from St. Peter's and is an ideal

place to unwind for a relaxing massage after a busy day of sightseeing.

Offering various beauty treatments, Ruya will pamper you with is

expertise and care.

 +39 06 3972 6199  www.ruya.it/  info@ruya.it  Via Dei Gracchi 38, Rome
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Chez Mary 

"For that Young & Care free Look"

This hairdresser is for men and women who want a young, free and easy

look. Chez Mary also offers henna-based unique treatment therapies and

their hair techniques work on even the most difficult hair. The relaxing

face and body massages will transport you into another planet. The

knowledge and friendly staff will expertly cut, color, and perm your hair to

look its very best. Visit this place to experience a new you! Book in

advance for beauty treatments.

 +39 06 702 8305  www.chezmary.eu/  info@chezmary.it  Via Santa Croce in

Gerusalemme 26/a, Rome
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Nardi Day Spa 

"Salon & Spa Luxury"

A family-operated spa, Nardi Day Spa aims to hone and preserve the

body's natural state of bliss through its spa facilities such as steam baths,

divine massages and specialty treatments, and round it off with an array

of timeless hair treatments and styling, along with skin-enhancing

courses. A tanning area and specialist nutritionist are also available on the

premises. After a visit to Nardi Day Spa, walk out with glowing skin, a bold

hairstyle and a relaxed mind.

 +39 06 855 1597  www.nardidayspa.it/  info@nardidayspa.com  Piazza Ungheria 6, Rome
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ContestaRockHair 

"Chic, Trendy Salon"

ContestaRockHair is all about creativity, style and rock. The experts at this

Italian salon can transform the way your hair looks into something of a

spectacle, be it the latest trend, something flashy or chic. Well known as

trendsetters, this chain has a wide clientele, most of whom are television

actors. They also have happy hour three days a week to enliven your

experience. Come join the fun!

 +39 06 7061 3036  www.contestarockhair.co

m/en/salons/roma-via-del-

pigneto/

 info@contestarockhair.com  Via del Pigneto 75, Rome
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